Introduction and Goals
Named Entity Recognition (NER) is the task of identifying and classifying people, organisations and other named entities (NE) within text. It is central to many Natural Language Processing (NLP) systems including Information Extraction and Question Answering.
Steve Jobs|PER is an American|LOC businessman, and a co-founder of Apple Inc|ORG.
The cost of manually annotating sufficient data for training purposes especially for multiple languages is prohibitive, meaning automated methods for developing such resources are crucial.
German NER is especially challenging as many features used in English NER do not apply:
proper noun capitalisation -in German, all nouns are capitalised adjectives of nationality such as 'amerikanischer' are not capitalised partially free word order, which affects the reliability of contextual evidence for NE detection
Steve
Jobs|PER ist amerikanischer|LOC Geschäftsmann, und Mitgründer von Apple Inc|ORG.
By incorporating key structural features of Wikipedia, we can develop a German Language corpus which accurately classifies NEs to within 1% F -score of the state of the art process in English. 
Selecting a Corpus
Wikipedia interlangauge (inter-wiki) links connect an article in one language to an equivalent article in a different language. (Figure 2 ) We selected pages from March 2009 Wikipedia, ensuring a wide and current topic base would be covered in our articles. Pages selected for inclusion in the corpus:
appear in at least the top 10 largest different language Wikipedias, (see Figure 1 ); and either have numerous incoming links from other articles (selected from highest frequency); or appear in the top 1000 most viewed Wikipedia pages, based on statistics from August 2008.
These selection criteria ensured that articles were: Figure 2 : Interwiki Links between different language Wikipedias can be exploited to provide multilingual document equivalence and knowledge.
Classification
Nothman et al. [1] classify Wikipedia articles using simple rules that classify articles based on their metadata with a bootstrapping process ( Figure 3 ) apply these to Wikipedia. We extend this approach to German.
Features are associated with gold-standard class labels, producing an initial classification of all articles.
Features predicting a class are mapped to it. This process repeats, increasing feature coverage.
This allows for high recall over sparse multi-valued features like an article's Wikipedia category membership.
Features
List Articles: Mark an article as common if its title begins with LISTE.
Liste von Inlineskatetricks
Disambiguation Articles: list candidate referents for a particular title. Most disambiguation pages are children of a category of DISAMBIGUATION, many also include the word in the title.
The German page MARK lists the name, substance (marrow), river and saints of the same name.
Category nouns:
Head nouns from categories group articles into similar common category nouns. We split these morphologically into sub-nouns. 
PREMIERMINISTER and WISSENSCHAFTSMINISTER are interpreted as MINISTER

Evaluation
We compared our classification results both to the same process on the similarly timed English Wikipedia dump, and also to Nothman et al.'s original process from 2008, achieving 88% F-score on a held-out test-set (Table 3 ). Our work develops a semi-supervised classifier assigning German Wikipedia articles to NE tags, creating a large corpus (2269) of multilingual Wikipedia pages. The modified semantic and structural features achieve very high precision (97%) and recall (87%) on entity classes.
Conclusion
Our high-accuracy classifier reduces the need for expensive manual annotation in languages other than English where resources tend to be scarce.
